10 Resources for
Free-for-Commercial-Use
Images
There's no limit to stock photo websites requiring payment of $12 or
more per photo, per size, leading to heaps spent to fill a website and
blog posts. But don't think to cut corners by saving images straight
from Google Images. Most images found there aren't licensed for
commercial use, and even if they were, most require payment and
attribution with a link back to the source to use them legally.
The keyword there is "legally." No photo/image/video is worth getting
sued over, especially when there are at least 10 websites dedicated
to providing the world with free-for-commercial-use images at no
cost.

StockSnap.io

StockSnap.io offers thousands of free high-resolution
images for commercial & personal use, with no
attribution or user registration necessary.

Kaboompics.com
Kaboompics offers free images in multiple sizes for
commercial & personal use, no attribution required.
Image color pallets are provided so users can match
project style elements to the image's colors.
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Freerangestock.com

Freerange Stock provides free stock images for
commercial & personal use, without attribution. The site
requests users log in to download images, which come in
a variety of sizes.

PicJumbo.com

PicJumbo offers free high-resolution stock photos,
backgrounds and images for commercial & personal
use. Neither user registration or attribution is required.

Pexels.com
Visit Pexels to find free stock photos and videos for
commercial & non-commercial use. Attribution is not
required, nor is user registration.

FancyCrave.com
Need travel photos but don't have the time or money
for that oversees trip? Then head to FancyCrave. Note:
there are two versions of each photo, a free download
version and a full-resolution version that requires
payment.
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Pixabay.com
Pixabay touts a library of more than a million free
stock images & illustrations for commercial & noncommercial use. No attribution or user registration is
necessary, either.

Unsplash.com
Visit Unsplash to search among thousands of free
high-resolution images for commercial & noncommercial use. User registration isn't required, nor is
attribution (though it is encouraged).

CreativeCommons.org

Creative Commons offers free stock images for
commercial & personal use, though some images
require attribution (depending on the license). Learn
more here: https://creativecommons.org/faq/

VisualHunt.com
VisualHunt offers a variety of free images that can be
sorted by license type of public domain, commercial,
and non-commercial. Attribution may be required
depending on license type.

For more information on web design resources, content creation,
and hidden tools and gems on the Internet, visit
www.jltcreations.com.
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